
 

 
Dye & Stain Application Instructions for Signature Custom Produced Floors only: 

 
YOUR FLOOR TOUCHUP-KIT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING: 

 
1. DYE: WATER-BASED PRE-STAIN TREATMENT (COLOR PIGMENT) 
2. OIL-BASED STAIN MIX 
3. HARDWAX POLYX OIL 

 

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

1. DYE APPLICATION:  
 

Mix well before application.  Pour the DYE into a tray – use the carpet applicators 
provided.  Apply the Dye accordingly with the grain using clean carpet squares/pieces – 
apply evenly and leave it to dry/soak into the wood.  DO NOT WIPE IT OFF.  Allow 2-3 
hours to dry completely. 
 

2. STAIN MIX APPLICATION: 
 

Mix well before application.  Pour the STAIN MIX into a tray – use the carpet applicators 
or brush.  Evenly apply a heavy coat of stain.  After application, rub in stain using the 
provided Steel Wool #2 ** (small 2”-3” square piece – fold it flat - hold into place with a 
triangular piece of red buffing pad) – work the stain in a circular motion, being mindful to 
avoid applying a lot of pressure.  Work it in until desired color appears. Keep in mind 
that heavy rubbing will lighten up the color, so use the Steel Wool pad gently and 
carefully.  Wipe off stain entirely and allow a drying time of 8-10 hours (overnight) ***.  
 
** CAUTION! After use - rinse out the steel wool pad and all stain contaminated 
applicator with clean water as it will be combustible if left unrinsed.  
*** CAUTION! It is crucial to allow stain to completely dry before Hardwax Polyx Oil 
application. If stain is not completely dry and you attempt to apply Hardwax Polyx Oil, 
the Oil will dissolve the stain. 
 

3. HARDWAX POLYX OIL APPLICATION: 
 

Mix well before application.  Pour the HARDWAX POLYX OIL into a tray – use the white 
buffing pad applicators provided.  Apply a small amount of Hardwax Oil directly onto a 
white pad and rub it over the hardwood surface in a circular motion, taking care to avoid 
applying a lot of pressure. Wipe off any excess amount using a new, clean white pad.  
Allow 8-10 hours drying time between applications.  Apply 3-4 times for best result. 

 
PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU DISPOSE OF ALL NON-FLAMMABLE & FLAMMABLE 

MATERIALS ACCORDINGLY WITH LOCAL & STATE LAWS. 
 

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS?  
WE ARE HERE TO HELP. PLEASE CALL US AT 847.758.9600 or visit our website 

at https://www.signatureinnovations.com/downloads/ for product specifications & 
guidelines.  Thank you! 

https://www.signatureinnovations.com/downloads/

